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Summary outline:
0. Important terms
I. Rome began small and humbly.
II. The City of Rome is of interest to us.
III. Rome broke free, formed a republic, and began to grow at the expense of its neighbors.
IV. Why was Rome more successful than its neighbors?
V. Rome expanded beyond the Italian Peninsula.
VI. The REPUBLIC  could not maintain itself and degenerated into monarchy.
VII. The Monarchy (the EMPIRE) shrank eastward and continued in its smaller size until the 15th century.
VIII. The Romans produced a heritage for Western Civilization.

Possible vocabulary problems:
ally
captivate
degenerate
institutions
pander
citizen soldier
citizenship
strive
Triumvirate
Emperor
Empire
Pax Romana
debase (that is, currency)
inflation
assimilate
heritage

Outline:
0. Important terms

A. Rome
1. the city
2. the government ruled by Romans (first a republic, then an empire)
3. the confusion: the fall of the city of Rome in 476 does not mean the Fall of the Roman
Empire

B. Republic
1. a government with plural leaders
2. invented by polis Greeks and named by the Romans
3. Romans believed that the significant characteristic was the absence of a king.
4. In the modern world, many have confused the presence of a king with the substance of
republican government, plural leadership.

a. The French revolutionaries did not consider their first government of plural leaders
to be a republic because their king was one of the rulers.
b. The British do not use the word republic to describe their government because a
monarch (who no longer has power) is part of it.

C. Empire
1. a collection of lands ruled by a central country or place
2. in the ancient world, headed by an Emperor
(but, for instance, the recent British Empire was republican and democratic)

D. Greco-Roman Civilization: The civilization created when Greek Civilization was joined to Roman
Civilization

I. Rome began small and humbly
A. Rome was ruled by its more powerful neighbors, the Etruscans.
B. The Etruscans passed Greek influence—especially the polis—to Rome.

1. The Etruscans had apparently been influenced by the Greek Polis before they immigrated to
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the Italian Peninsula.
2. The Romans had no conscious awareness of this.

II. The City of Rome is of interest to us.
A. It is located on and around seven hills.
B. Its early history remains of interest to us.
C. Its later history is interesting, down to the present.

III. Rome broke free, formed a republic, and began to grow at the expense of its neighbors.
A. Rome adopted plural leadership (like some Greeks and the Hebrews), but have it a
name—republicanism.

1. Later people usually think that the Romans invented republican government.
2. Later people confused the absence of a king in the Roman Republic with the essence of
republican government, which is plural leadership.

IV. Why was Rome more successful than its neighbors?
A. Rome had a citizen-soldier tradition: it gave them a numerical advantage, because most citizens could
fight.
B. Roman had the strong moral value of hard work.
C. Rome used good management tactics.

1. Romans married into leading conquered families.
2. Rome kept native rulers, separating them from others.
3. Rome made a different agreement with each ally (therefore, no two allies had the same
disagreement with Rome).
4. Rome came into direct contact with Greek culture when it reached the Greek settlements
of southern Italy  (Cumae conquered 338 B.C .).

V. Rome expanded beyond the Italian Peninsula.
A. Contact with Carthage began in Sicily, ended in Roman navy and defeat of Carthage [264-202 B.C .]

1. Further success in Western Mediterranean followed.
B. The conquest of Hellenistic Eastern Mediterranean/Hellenistic culture captivated Rome [200-168 b.c.]

VI. The REPUBLIC  could not maintain itself and degenerated into monarchy.
A. Roman institutions were inadequate for effectively ruling such a large empire.
B. Roman values collapsed.

1. Victory in battles led to the growth of slavery and destruction of small farmer class. 
2. Professional armies replaced citizen-soldier armies.
3. The rural class moved to Rome.
4. Rome pandered to its inhabitants for political support.
5. Citizenship lost its value.

a. The upper class/common folk distinction became citizen/non-citizen one
(but citizenship continually extended).

C. Oligarchs strove for power—Caesar won, ending republican (plural leadership) government, but was
assassinated (on the Ides of March—March 15—44 BC).
D. More power struggles led to Emperor Augustus and the official end of Republic.
E. The Pax Romana made it possible to travel around the entire Mediterranean area for 250 years.

VII. The Monarchy (the EMPIRE) shrank eastward and continued in its smaller size until the 15th century.
A. New Challenges

1. Tyrants don’t inspire loyalty well.
2. Emperors debased the coinage, which led to chronic inflation.
3. Barbarian immigration weakened Roman culture in the West.

a. But most barbarians assimilated.
C. The weaker West collapsed while the older East continued.

1. first a split, to make administration easier
2. The “Fall of the Roman Empire”

a. What: the Western Roman Empire only
b. Why: 

1) Rome became too big to rule
2) Inflation damaged the economy

3. The Eastern Roman Empire continued for another thousand years
a. After some point we call it the Byzantine Empire and its culture Byzantine Civilization.
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b. The Romans failed to recapture the West, all or permanently.
c. The Romans/Byzantines lost Palestine and North Africa to the Muslims.
d. The Byzantines never really recovered from the 4  Crusade.th

e. The Byzantines, having resisted the Seljuk Turks, fell to the Ottoman Turks. 

VIII. The Romans produced a heritage for Western Civilization.
A. They transmitted Hellenistic Greek culture.
B. Greek replaced Latin as the language of culture.
C. They created the Latin alphabet from a Greek model.
D. They produced a legal system that carries over to the present.
E. They produced architectural contributions of lasting importance (after adopting all of Greek
architecture).

1. The basilica was the Greek temple turned inside out.
2. concrete
3. the dome
4. aqueducts


